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NATIONALCADETCORPS 
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PLANTATION PROGRAM-2021 
 

 

 

EventName PLANTATION 

+Date 01/09/2021 

Organizer NCC Unit of KLUniversity 

No.ofStudentsAttended 50 

No.ofFaculty 4 

No.ofBeneficiaries 50 
 
 

Tree-planting is the process of transplanting tree seedlings, generally for forestry, 

land reclamation, or land scaping purpose. It differs from the transplantation of larger trees in 

Arboriculture, and from the lower cost but slower and less reliable distribution of tree seeds. 

Trees contribute to their environment over long periods of time by providing oxygen, improving 

air quality, climate amelioration, conserving water, preserving soil, and supporting wildlife. 

During the process of photosynthesis, trees take in carbon dioxide and produce the oxygen we 

breathe. 



 

In silvi culture the activity is known as reforestation, or afforestation, 

depending on whether the area being planted has or has not recently been forested. It involves 

planting seedlings over an area of land where the for esthas been harvested or damaged by fire, 

diseases or human activity. Tree planting is carried out in many different parts of the world, and 

strategies may differ widely across nations and regions and among individual reforestation 

companies. Tree planting is grounded in forest science, and if performed properly can result in 

the successful regeneration of a deforested area. 

Reforestation is the commercial logging ndustry's answer to the large-scale 

destruction of old growth forests, but aplanted forest rarely replicates the biodiversity and 

complexity of a natural forest because trees remove carbon dioxide from the air as they grow, 

tree planting can be used as a geo-engineering technique to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. 

 
 

A Great Step Towards Afforestation An Initiative Was Taken By KLEF NCC By Planting Trees In The 

Near By Government High School On September 1st2021.The Program Was LedBy Y19 And Y20 Cadets 

Under The Supervision Of 

  
NCC officer 22(A) Battalion Lt.Mounika participating in the tree plantation event to showcase the students 

tree plantation importance on 01/09/2021 

 
A Great Step Towards Afforestation An Initiative Was Taken By KLEF NCC By 

Planting Trees In The Near By Government High School On September 1st2021.The Program Was LedBy 

Y19 And Y20 Cadets Under The Supervision Of Lt VMounika Madam Making The Program Successful. 

Nearly 80 Plants Were Planted By The Cadets And Cadets Took a Responsibility To Inspire The Students 

To Plant More And More Trees And Also Saving Them From Being Cut. 



  

 
 

                   
                  Group photo with NCC Volunteers at ZPH School at Pedapalem on 01/09/21      



 

 



 

 

 
 

 


